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Abstract
In this manuscript we study the modeling of experimental data and its impact
on the resulting integral experimental covariance and correlation matrices.
By investigating a set of three low enriched and water moderated UO2 fuel
rod arrays we found that modeling the same set of data with different, yet
reasonable assumptions concerning the fuel rod composition and its geometric
properties leads to significantly different covariance matrices or correlation
coefficients. Following a Monte Carlo sampling approach, we show for nine
different modeling assumptions the corresponding correlation coefficients and
sensitivity profiles for each pair of the effective neutron multiplication factor
keff . Within the 95% confidence interval the correlation coefficients vary
from 0 to 1, depending on the modeling assumptions. Our findings show
that the choice of modeling can have a huge impact on integral experimental
covariance matrices. When the latter are used in a validation procedure
to derive a bias, this procedure can be affected by the choice of modeling
assumptions, too. The correct consideration of correlated data seems to be
inevitable if the experimental data in a validation procedure is limited or
one cannot rely on a sufficient number of uncorrelated data sets, e.g. from
different laboratories using different setups etc.
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1. Introduction
Criticality safety assessments require a prediction of the effective neutron
multiplication factor (keff) below a sufficient safety margin. This predicted
value is derived using a validated calculation method with validated computer
codes, e.g. so called criticality codes to calculate the keff of an application
case. The validation of a criticality code can be achieved by recalculations of
suitable critical experiments performed in laboratories and documented and
evaluated e.g. in [1]. In recent years, several authors discussed the fact that
depending on the application case and the choice of experiments, the effect of
correlated experimental data on the determination of the bias, its uncertainty,
and the resulting safety margins has to be considered [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
The questions arising in the field of determination and handling of integral
experimental covariance matrices in the process of code validation are also
discussed in the Expert Group on Uncertainty Analysis for Criticality Safety
Assessment (UACSA), a sub-group of the Working Party on Nuclear Crit-
icality Safety (WPNCS) of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) within the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Actual
questions which arose recently are: How to treat given sets of similar experi-
mental data without knowing all exact statistical dependencies; and further,
what are the implications on modeling these experiments in a code validation
procedure regarding the consideration of the complete integral experimental
correlation or covariance matrices?
In this manuscript we address these questions by following parts of the
groups proposal for a benchmark called Role of Integral Experiment Covari-
ance Data for Criticality Safety Validation [11]. In contrast to the benchmark
proposal we focus on a reduced number of experiments but a total of nine
different modeling approaches.
With the following analysis we add a new perspective to the discussion
and show the effect of different modeling approaches for the same set of
experimental data on the resulting integral covariance or correlation matrices.
Correlated data can arise if different experiments share parts of the ex-
perimental setup, measurement systems, or other relevant parameters. Some
experiments described in the ICSBEP are not performed as single exper-
iments, but slight variations of a setup were repeatedly investigated and
published as a series of the same experiment. This is e.g. the case for LEU-
COMP-THERM- 039 (LCT-39), where the number and location of empty
positions in a fuel rod grid were varied. In the following work we focus on
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the experimental data from experiments numbers 6, 7, and 8 from this series
described in detail in [1, 11, 6] and references therein. The critical exper-
iments consist of water moderated low enriched uranium fuel rods with a
thermal neutron spectrum. The experimental setups are 22×22 arrays con-
sisting of 363 (459, 448) fuel rods for experiment 6 (7, 8) and 121 (25, 36)
empty spots, respectively. For further details we refer to [1, 6]. Clearly these
experiments share certain components, and treating them as individual sta-
tistical independent data sets in the process of validation probably would not
be appropriate. Hence, the determination of the integral covariance or cor-
relation matrix of the experiments is a crucial step on the way to determine
a bias of the calculated application case keff .
2. Methods and Parameters
For the determination of the integral covariance matrices of keff and the
corresponding correlation matrices we use a Monte Carlo Sampling approach,
and SUnCISTT [12] to steer and evaluate the numerous SCALE 6.1.2 [13]
calculations. For two sets A and B of n sampled neutron multiplication
factors keff , the covariance cov
AB is defined as
covAB =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(
keff
A,i − keffA,i
)(
keff
B,i − keffB,i
)
(1)
with keff symbolizing the expectation value of keff , in our case the sample
mean. The covariance can be interpreted as a measure of how much the keff
of the two sets change simultaneously. A positive covariance indicates the
following monotonic connection between the two sets: large (or low) values
in A correspond to large (or low) values in B. A negative covariance indicates
the opposite behavior: large values in A correspond to low values in B. Due
to its linearity the covariance gives only a tendency of the connection of two
sets of random variables. To get comparable statements for more than two
sets the covariance can be normalized with the standard deviation σ to get
the correlation coefficient cor:
corAB =
1
σAσB
covAB (2)
The correlation coefficient is a dimensionless measure of the linear depen-
dence of two sets of random variables and takes values between +1 (complete
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positive linear connection) and -1 (complete negative linear connection). The
confidence interval around the calculated cor is due to the value limitation of
cor non-symmetric and must be determined by using transformations to so
called Fishers distribution z [14]. The latter is almost normally distributed
and depends on the sample correlation coefficient:
z(cor) =
1
2
ln
(
1 + cor
1− cor
)
(3)
The corresponding tolerance intervals are calculated via z ± CL × δ with
the confidence level CL (e.g. 1.96 for the 95% confidence interval) and the
sample standard deviation δ =
√
(n− 3)−1. The resulting z values are then
transformed back to cor values. All given confidence intervals in the following
work are 95% intervals.
Following a Monte Carlo Sampling approach, each value describing the
experiment has to be interpreted as a distribution function. This means in
turn, that the definition and interpretation of the experimental parameters
and their uncertainties is essential. It strongly depends on the quality of
the experimental data and availability of precise uncertainty specifications.
To circumvent the problem of determining suitable distribution function for
each parameter, we apply the ones given in [11] which are also listed in
1. All experimental parameters are supposed to follow a uniform U(a,b) or
normal distribution N(µ,σ). Assuming the three experiments LCT-39 6, 7,
and 8 to be statistical independent gives a correlation coefficient close to
zero. Results for this assumption are shown for the correlation of keff values
calculated by KENO V.a using the parameters given in table 2 for 250 Monte
Carlo samples for each experiment. The underlying model assumptions for
the results of Figure 1 are very simple and straight forward: It is assumed,
that the fuel rods are all identical in composition and position within its unit
cell. In consequence, the modeling of one experiment consists basically of a
22× 22 array of identical unit cells for the fuel rods and the empty positions
respectively.
3. Modeling Assumptions
Having determined all relevant parameters and their distribution func-
tions, a calculation model is built to calculate the neutron transport equa-
tions and determine the neutron multiplication factor. Obviously the model
should be as close as possible to the experimental setup to get reasonable
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Model parameters Type of
variation
Distribution functions
Fuel diameter [cm] depends on
scenario
N(0.7892, 0.0017)
Fuel lengths [cm] depends on
scenario
N(89.7, 0.3)
Fuel density [g/cm3] depends on
scenario
N(10.38, 0.0133 )
Fuel content 234U [At.-%] depends on
scenario
N(0.0307, 0.0005 )
Fuel content 235U [At.-%] depends on
scenario
N(4.79525, 0.002)
Fuel content 236U [At.-%] depends on
scenario
N(0.1373, 0.0005)
Boron concentration
[atom/barn×cm×10−8]
depends on
scenario
N(6.9037 , 0.8)
Critical water height [cm] individual N(µ, σ) dep. on experiment
Angle of fuel rod individual U( 0, 2pi)
Offset of grid hole x [cm] individual N(0, 0.00742)
Offset of grid hole y [cm] individual N(0, 0.00742)
Hole diameter [cm] depends on
scenario
N(0.0105, 0.0085)
Inner cladding diameter [cm] depends on
scenario
U (0.81, 0.83)
Cladding thickness [cm] depends on
scenario
U (0.055, 0.065)
Table 1: All model parameters and their distribution characteristics, following the sugges-
tions of the benchmark proposal [11].
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Figure 1: Correlation coefficients of the experiments LCT-39 6, 7, and 8 assuming all fuel
rods to be identical and no statistical dependence between each experimental setup.
Code Parameter Value
KENO V.a
Nuclear data library ENDF/B-VII (ce)
Neutrons per generation 10,000
Skipped generations 500
σMC 5×10−4(Sc. A to D);
1×10−4(Sc. E to H)
SUnCISTT Number of samples 250
Table 2: Used codes and cornerstones of calculations. KENO V.a is taken from the CSAS5
sequence of SCALE 6.1.2
results. However, in the statistical interpretation of experimental series like
the one investigated in this article, the available data might leave some free-
dom of choice. The results shown in figure 1 represent a model simplification
of the experimental setup by assuming all fuel rods in one sample to be iden-
tical. However, it appears to be more reasonable that due to manufacturing
tolerances of the experimental equipment individual fuel rods may vary in
both, their individual composition and position within the unit cell. The
position of the fuel rod in the unit cell is then limited by the grid hole. For
some simplicity we assume the fuel rod to be always vertical, meaning a 90
degrees angle to the horizontal plane. The modeling approach for the fuel
rod displacement is depicted in figure 2. For the modeling of the experiments
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Figure 2: Modeling approach for the displacement of grid hole and fuel rod in a unit cell
(not to scale)
in KENO V-a, this implies each fuel rod to be simulated within its own unit
cell, which we assume to have fixed dimension for all fuel rods. According
to figure 2, position of the grid hole might be displaced from the center of
the unit cell by δx and δy in x and y direction. The center of the fuel rod
itself might again be displaced in x- and y-direction, denoted by the radial
displacement R and angle θ. In our modeling approach R is indirectly defined
by the assumption that the fuel rod is in contact with the grid hole.
We chose eight different modeling approaches, scenarios A to H, depend-
ing on assumptions on the fuel similarity and position of each single fuel rod.
Scenarios A to E assume the fuel to be identical for all fuel rods in all experi-
ments. One can argue that this might be a reasonable approximation, based
on the assumption of a very accurate fuel fabrication process with only tiny
tolerances. However, scenarios F and G assume a set of the maximal needed
fuel rods (484 for the 22×22 grid array), each statistical independent. These
fuel rods are placed for all experiments in a fixed position for scenario F or
randomly for each experiment in scenario G, see figure 3. Finally, scenario H
assumes all fuel rods in every experiment to be statistical independent. The
statistical dependence of the fuel between two experiments decreases from
scenario E to H. The results shown in figure 1 assume the same modeling
assumptions as scenario A but any correlations were neglected, meaning no
statistical dependence between each experimental setup. This scenario is
named NoCor.
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Scenario Grid hole
displace-
ment
Grid hole
diameter
Inner
cladding
diameter
Cladding
thickness
Fuel vari-
ation
NoCor no; rod
centered
shared shared shared shared
A no; rod
centered
shared shared shared shared
B δx,δy shared shared shared shared
C δx,δy individual shared shared shared
D δx,δy individual individual shared shared
E δx,δy individual individual individual shared
F δx,δy individual individual individual 484 FR,
fixed pos.
G δx,δy individual individual individual 484 FR,
random
pos.
H δx,δy individual individual individual individual
Table 3: Modeling assumptions for fuel rod geometries and compositions of one sample
for each different scenario. The variation of fuel in the last column means the variation
of the diameter, length, density and enrichment of the fuel as well as the boron impurity.
Scenario NoCor (scenario H) is identical to A (scenario G), except for neglecting statistical
dependencies between experiments.
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4. Results
The analysis allover required a total of 6.750 SCALE inputs with up to
20.000 lines per input file. The calculations were performed using a total
of 55.000 CPU-h and 882 TByte-h. The results then were processed and
statistically analyzed using SUnCISTT.
The resulting keff values for each experimental data set and modeling
scenario are shown in figure 4. We found a good agreement within the 2-σ
range of the experimental data keff
exp = 1.0 (±0.0012 for exp. 7,8) (±0.0009
for exp. 6) given in [1]) and our results. The SCALE calculations with the
applied continuous energy library ce v7 endf (based on ENDF/B-VII) in the
CSAS5 sequence systematically underestimates keff , which is a known effect
for low enriched uranium setups [15]. The larger error bars of the Monte Carlo
approach of Scenario A in comparison to the error propagation approach done
in the ICSBEP Handbook are not attributed to a general difference between
the two methods. They rather arise from a different interpretation of the
system parameter uncertainties. In the original experiment description [16]
the uncertainty of the inner cladding diameter (± 0.01 cm) and the cladding
thickness (± 0.005 cm) are reported to be independent. The uncertainty
of the outer cladding diameter is obtained by error propagation. In the
ICSBEP evaluation, the uncertainty of the cladding thickness is split equally
between inner and outer diameter. This results in an uncertainty of the
outer cladding diameter of ± 0.0025 cm, which reduces its impact on the
uncertainty of keff significantly. The original evaluation assumes further a
Gaussian distribution by dividing the half tolerance by
√
3. The resulting
distributions for the outer cladding diameter and their impact on keff are
different for both considerations. However, the values based on the original
literature were used and for further details we refer to [6]. Scenarios E to H
in which the individual variations of the parameters partly cancel out each
other, have significant lower error bars.
In figure 5 nine colored plots are shown for the cor values of the experi-
ments LCT-39 6, 7, and 8 as well as the cor value and the 95% confidence
interval.
The results show correlation coefficients around 0 for the scenarios NoCor
and H, as expected, since there are no relevant parameters with shared values
between the individual experiments. Note that the difference between the
NoCor and H scenario is the variation of the fuel rods: In contrast to No-
Cor, in scenario H each fuel rod in each experiment is simulated individually
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Figure 3: Sketch of modeling approaches for scenarios F (left) , G and H (right). The
blue boxes represent the fixed library of individual generated fuel rods. The black and
white squares represent the three experimental setups LCT-39 6, 7, and 8 from top to
bottom. A black dot represents a fuel rod, a white one an empty spot. The simulation
corresponding to the left part of the picture assumes a fixed position for each fuel rod in
each experimental setup. E.g. FR1 is always in the top left spot for every experiment.
The right part of the figure depicts the assumption of each fuel rod being randomly placed
in the grid for each experiment.
NoCor ScA ScB ScC ScD ScE ScF ScG ScH
0.992
0.994
0.996
0.998
1.000
1.002
k e
ff
39-6
39-7
39-8
Figure 4: Resulting keff values for 250 Monte Carlo samples for each experiment and
scenario. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. While the nominal values remain
fairly constant for all scenarios, the standard deviation decreases significantly from scenario
D to F.
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and statistically independent. This difference is mapped in the sensitivity
plots in figure 7 and 8 which show the correlation coefficients of each pa-
rameter with the resulting keff . Note, that the performed sensitivity analysis
shows the impact of the actual variation of each parameter on the keff uncer-
tainty. However, we do not perform a sensitivity analysis by varying only one
parameter at a time. This means, our sensitivities depend on the chosen dis-
tribution functions and their characteristics. Changing these assumptions in
our approach might lead to a different sensitivity profile. This approach was
chosen since we are interested in determining the contribution of each varied
input parameter on the uncertainty of keff for given modeling assumptions.
While for the scenario NoCor the most relevant parameters are the cladding
inner radius and thickness, the only important parameter for scenario H is
the critical water height. It is notable, that in this case the different inter-
pretations of the given experimental data lead to comparable cor values but
totally different sensitivity profiles. The highest correlation coefficients for
scenario NoCor are the ones for the cladding inner diameter and thickness,
and for the radius of the fuel. The only dominant parameter for scenario
H is the critical water height. Scenarios A, B, C and D show all cor val-
ues close to 1 with only little deviations between the different cor values of
the scenarios. The cor values for scenario A to C are even the same within
the 95% confidence interval. Their corresponding sensitivity profiles show
huge similarities: The three largest cor values are the cladding inner radius
and thickness and the radius of the fuel. For scenario B and C the U-235
weight-% plays a more prominent role. The sensitivity profiles for scenario
D show a different behavior since the inner cladding diameter here is varied
individually for each fuel rod. The leading contribution to the sensitivity
profile now solely results from the cladding thickness.
Scenario E shows correlation coefficients of approximately 0.75 between
the experiments 6 and 7 and 0.7 between experiments 7 and 8. The difference
between the cor values is due to lower number of fuel rods in experiment 6
compared to 7 and 8. Thus, the individual variation of the cladding inner
radius and thickness for each fuel rod affects the correlation coefficient of the
experiments 7 and 8 more. The corresponding sensitivity profile shows the
fuel radius as the leading parameter. A mild impact is shown by the fuel
density and critical water height (additional the weight-% for U-235 and the
fuel height for LCT-39 7).
Scenarios F and G show significantly smaller correlation coefficients be-
tween the experiments. The difference to Scenario E is that now also the fuel
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Figure 5: Matrices of the correlation coefficients for the 9 scenarios. The upper part of
each matrix shows the ck values and the ranges for the 95% confidence interval. The lower
part shows the nominal cor values color coded. The scale varies from dark red for cor =
1 to white for cor = -0.2. The resulting correlation coefficients for scenario NoCor and
H are 0 within the 95% confidence interval. Scenarios A to D show cor values close to 1,
while scenarios E to G show a slight decreasing of cor from approximately 0.75 to 0.5.
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content of each fuel rod is varied individually. This can be seen in the sensi-
tivity profile of both scenarios in figure 8, where the dominant parameter is
the critical water height.
NoCor A B C D E F G H
Sce n a rio
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Figure 6: Correlation coefficients for the pairs of experiment 6 and 7 (black), 6 and 8 (red),
and 7 and 8 (blue) of Series LCT-39 for the 9 scenarios. The error bars represent the 95%
confidence interval. Scenarios A, B, C, and D show high correlation coefficients, all close
to 1. For scenarios E to G the coefficients decrease to approximately 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5
respectively. The correlation coefficients for scenario H are 0 within the 95% confidence
interval, like the ones for the NoCor scenario.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this work we discussed nine different modeling approaches for a given
set of experimental data, leading to different correlation coefficients and sen-
sitivity profiles. Using a Monte Carlo approach, we calculated 250 samples
for each experimental setup and scenario to obtain the resulting keff values
(figure 4). The steering and analyzing of the SCALE6.1.2 CSAS5 sequences
where done using SUnCISTT.
Within each scenario we calculated for each pair of experiments the cor-
responding correlation coefficient and the 95% confidence intervals of this
coefficient (figures 5, 6). We showed for each experiment and scenario the
impact of the variation of each input parameter on the resulting keff by cal-
culating the corresponding correlation coefficients (figure 7, 8).
For the combination of water moderated, low enriched Uranium rods
modeled with the criticality code KENO V-a we found that the correlation
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Key word Parameter Key word Parameter
rad CladIn cladding inner raduis w% U235 weight-% U-235
thick Clad cladding thickness w% U236 weight-% U-236
rad Fuel fuel radius height Water water height
height Fuel fuel height rad Hole hole radius
dens Fuel fuel density delta Hole X δx
dens B10 B-10 density delta Hole Y δy
w% U234 weight-% U-234 angle Rod θ
Table 4: Parameters and key words used in figure 7 and 8
Figure 7: Correlation coefficients of each individual model parameter listed in table
4 and the resulting 250 keff values for scenarios NoCor and A. The profiles are similar
due to identical modeling assumptions. The only difference between the two scenarios is
the assumption of correlations in scenario A. Note the different scale of the color coded
representation of cor w.r.t. figure 5.
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Figure 8: Correlation coefficients for each model parameter and the resulting 250 keff
values. From top to bottom the scenarios B to H are shown. The increased number of
parameters compared to the scenarios NoCor and A is due to the variations of single fuel
rods. The color coded representation of the cor shows values from -1 to 1.
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coefficients between the keff ’s of the experiments LCT-39 6, 7, 8 varied be-
tween 0 and 1 within the 95% confidence interval.
The modeling assumption leading to scenario A and NoCor are identical,
except that NoCor neglects correlations completely. The same holds for sce-
narios G and H, which are identical, but H neglects the correlations between
experiments due to fuel similarities.
Varying all geometrical parameters affecting the outer cladding radius
for each fuel rod separately leads to a significant decrease of the resulting
correlation coefficient compared to the results derived from the assumption
of all fuel rods having identical geometrical parameters (however, scenarios
B, C and D still comprise high correlations). We found a significant drop of
the cor value from scenario D to E (6) as well as a significant drop of the
keff uncertainty (figure 4). The main contribution to the keff uncertainty in
scenario D stems from the cladding thickness, which in scenario E plays no
role since it is varied for each fuel rod individually (figure 8).
Scenarios F and G show a further drop of the correlation coefficient, but
within the 95% confidence interval the cor values of the two scenarios overlap
(figure 6). The difference of the two assumptions, knowing the exact position
of each fuel rod for Scenario F or randomize their position in the grid for
scenario G has a comparable smaller effect on cor than the assumption of a
finite number of fuel rods. It is notable, that the sensitivity analysis shows
the sole dependence of the keff uncertainty on the critical water height (figure
8).
The different modeling assumptions might all be justified based on ex-
pert judgment. However, the sensitivity analysis reveals different sensitivity
profiles, especially from scenario C to F. One could be tempted to choose the
modeling assumptions based on the quality of the experimental data. As an
example one could argue to choose scenario F or G, since the uncertainty of
keff is much lower and the almost sole dependence of the keff uncertainty is on
the critical water height. Following this argumentation, one could construct
modeling assumptions based on the given experimental data to reduce uncer-
tainties and to circumvent possible gaps in the data. But one has to be very
careful with these options, and give very good arguments, why one chooses
one scenario over another. The resulting covariance matrices directly influ-
ence the bias and its uncertainty, and thus the resulting upper sub-critical
limit [5, 7, 8].
Using the covariance or correlation matrices for the purpose of valida-
tion or the determination of the upper sub-critical limit of an application
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case, the results can vary strongly, depending on the scenario. Following the
argumentation of [7, 8], a rule of thumb is that the higher the correlation
coefficient, the lesser information is available, and thus the upper sub-critical
limit decreases. This means, that being not able to distinguish between the
different scenarios and identify the correct one based on the available data,
one would in this case take the results associated with the highest correlation
coefficient to get a more conservative estimate of the bias in code validation
or the upper sub-critical limit.
Note that the underlying data for the work presented is partly constructed
and fictive as it is a part of a calculation benchmark exercise [11]. From the
given data, any modeling assumption from scenario A to H could be justified.
For further determination of the scenarios one would need to know e.g. if
the fuel content and geometric description for each fuel rod was identical
or if it varied. The statements presented above thus are only valid for the
combinations of code and experiments discussed here.
To derive more general statements, further investigations have to be car-
ried out. On the other hand, it may be problem dependent if and to what
extent the regard for correlations between benchmark experiments could in-
fluence the bias determination. A sufficient number of statistical indepen-
dent data sets, e.g. for experiments conducted in different laboratories using
different materials, can always circumvent the problem of the correct deter-
mination of integral experimental covariance data. However, the accurate
consideration of correlated data seems to be inevitable if the experimental
data in a validation procedure is limited.
But even if one can avoid the determination of the accurate integral ex-
perimental covariance data due to statistically independent data sets, the
selected modeling scenario should always be justified. The modeling as-
sumptions have the potential to decrease the uncertainty of the resulting keff
significantly.
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